Non-human Primate Lymphocryptoviruses: Past, Present, and Future.
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) orthologues from non-human primates (NHPs) have been studied for nearly as long as EBV itself. Cross-reactive sera and DNA hybridization studies provided the first glimpses of the closely related herpesviruses that belonged to the same gamma-1 herpesvirus, or lymphocryptovirus, genus, as EBV. Over the years, detailed molecular and sequence analyses of LCVs that infect humans and other NHPs revealed similar colinear genome structures and homologous viral proteins expressed during latent and lytic infection. Despite these similarities, experimental infection of NHPs with EBV did not result in acute symptoms or persistent infection as observed in humans, suggesting some degree of host species restriction. Genome sequencing and a molecular clone of an LCV isolate from naturally infected rhesus macaques combined with domestic colonies of LCV-naïve rhesus macaques have opened the door to a unique experimental animal model that accurately reproduces the normal transmission, acute viremia, lifelong persistence, and immune responses found in EBV-infected humans. This chapter will summarize the advances made over the last 50 years in our understanding of LCVs that naturally infect both Old and New World NHPs, the recent, groundbreaking developments in the use of rhesus macaques as an animal model for EBV infection, and how NHP LCVs and the rhLCV animal model can advance future EBV research and the development of an EBV vaccine.